NEW LISSA BAT SPECS

It has come to the LISSA Board’s attention that there is some confusion as to what constitutes a legal bat for our league. Since the old bat list is somewhat outdated (both the legal & illegal lists), we removed the lists from the website and are replacing it with the following bat specifications for our league. Using an illegal bat or having one in your bat bag during LISSA play can result in game ejection and possible suspension from the league. If you have any questions concerning your bats’ legality, please confer with your manager before using it in league play.

- Absolutely no composite or multi-wall construction bats are allowed in LISSA
- Material - Any type of aluminum or aluminum-based alloy. (Ex 100% Scandium Alloy, 100% ZnX Alloy, AB-9000 Aerospace Alloy, and many types of aluminum alloys)
- Single wall/barrel only. (Double wall or more bats are not allowed)
- The diameter of the bat must be 2 1/4” - not larger
- The bat length cannot exceed 34”
- Hybrid bats are legal if they have a composite handle and an aluminum alloy barrel.
- 1 or 2 Piece Bat Construction Barrel must be made of aluminum or some sort of aluminum alloy (Ex. 100% Scandium Alloy, 100% ZnX Alloy, AB-9000 Aerospace Alloy, and many types of aluminum alloys)
- Approval Stamps: 1:20 BPF (BPF = Bat Performance Factor)
- ASA or USA stamp - all bats must be ASA or USA approved